
REGARDE LES HOMMES TOMBER  
WE'RE ATHEISTS TELLING STORIES, NO PROSELYTES 

 

With their brand new record “Ascension”, French black metal quintet Regarde Les Hommes 

Tomber close a conceptual trilogy that started off with their self-titled album in 2011, 

followed by “Exile” in 2015. It took the Frenchmen almost five years to come up with this 

closing piece, proving that a third record is often a difficult one to write, but let me assure 

you one thing: Regarde Les Hommes Tomber is on the top of their game releasing their best 

output to date. I had a chat with vocalist T.C. (JOKKE)  

 

© David Fitt 

Congratulations with your third album “Ascension”! Are you nervous now the first reviews 

are popping in and you know the opinion of both critics and fans? 

Actually, we are really excited and impatient. Two tracks have been revealed up until now, "A 

new order" and "The renegade Son", and the feedback from the first media who listened the 

entire album are really good. We're just counting the days to introduce the album to the 

people. As musicians, this is one of the most accomplished work we have done in our lives. 

We love the result and we just hope that it will make sense to people, as it makes sense for 

us. The first shows are planned, including big ones such as Hellfest and Roadburn), so...we just 

can't wait! The two following years are going to be busy ones for us.  
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The French are known for their chauvinistic approach. Do you receive much respect from 

your own scene or is the band bigger in countries outside of France? 

We have a big fan base in France, but we also receive great support from foreign countries. 

The reaction of people during our last European tour with Der Weig Einer Freiheit was beyond 

expectation, really, we did not feel like an ‘opening band’, but equal to the headliner. This is 

really encouraging. We notice that some countries show us a very good support, like 

Switzerland or the Netherlands for example. Anyway, we like playing everywhere being it in 

France or abroad!  

Each week, the metal-scene gets flooded by new releases what makes it hard to catch up 

and keep track, even if you are being selective. Is it easy for you to reach a new audience 

with each new record? What is the most important way of reaching out to new listeners? 

Actually, we do not really pay attention to this. It has been a slow and steady evolution for us 

since our first album, and we are deeply proud of the things we have built during these years. 

We played many shows since the beginning, and being on the road is sometimes hard but the 

most important thing for us. Playing a show is the best thing a band can do to promote their 

music.  
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Only a few of the many great records released every year can touch me on an emotional 

level like the ones that helped me discover the metal genre. Can you give me some examples 

of more recent records that had the same effect on you as some of the classics had? 

The French label Antiq Records recently released the first album by Malenuit called "Incandes-

cente". It’s a true masterpiece that mixes black metal with French folk music and batcave... 

perfection, really! The last Véhémence album ("Par le sang versé") is great too. Personally, I'm 

a huge fan of Anorexia Nervosa and Nehëmah, two French black metal bands that unfortu-

nately don't exist anymore. Recently, I was also listening non-metal classics like Clan Of Xymox 

or Depeche Mode. The last two album by Drab Majesty re-attracted me towards goth music!  

 

© Vollvincent 

“Ascension” closes a trilogy that deals about the most remarkable protagonists from the 

holy writings who are all trapped by fate, the inevitable way towards loss and defeat. How 

do the three records relate or differ one from another on a musical and lyrical level? 

The name of the band can be considered as the keystone of these three albums and translates 

as ‘Watch the fall of men’, which is the general concept of the band, the devotion/rejection of 

God, the harsh relation between the divine light and humanity, the fall from grace. All of our 

lyrics are linked to biblical mythology. 
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Henoch, a friend of us, writes all our lyrics. The first two albums focused on a main point: the 

fall of men who are rejected and tortured by God despite of their devotion and their love for 

the divine. They pictured both this fall and the birth of a consciousness that leads men to reject 

the Lord and all the principles of adoration during the exile to finally become their own gods 

and ‘sit on this throne’, like the last song of "Exile" says. "Ascension" ends the trilogy, but in a 

very special way: the lyrics of the first two albums were extremely close to ‘classical theology’. 

It's a bit different for the ones on "Ascension". This is an original creation, a new tale, a new 

myth. The prism of biblical stories is so huge that imagination and interpretations are endless, 

this is so great. Henoch did it on his own way, writing a passionate and deeply philosophical 

tale guided by ancient myths. But I don't want to spoil anything!  

Lyrics are really important for us, and there is no ideological message in our music, we only 

deal with these themes in a creative way. These symbols are intense and sum up the concepts 

we want to show in our music, that's why we use them. We're atheists who tell stories, not 

proselytes. None of us are religious, but we're all fascinated by the three monotheist religions. 

This is a neverending source of inspiration for us, just because myths don't describe some lost 

and ancient times, but the world we live in now. That's why they are so enthralling. These 

ancestral stories must be read like that, the analogy gives them all their strength. They have 

been written in the past to describe the reality of today and predict the future. 
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Musically, every record seems to contain more black metal influences than the previous one. 

Was that a conscious decision or an organic evolution? 

We have our guiding principle in the music we play, yes, but there is a lot of evolution between 

our first album and "Ascension". Whereas many bands tend to soothe their aims and compose 

cooler music, we did the exact opposite, putting more and more epicness and violence in our 

songs. You could find a lot of doom and sludge parts in our first album whereas "Ascension" is 

a very brutal record. We can’t release the same album again and again. For the future, nobody 

knows! We don't want to classify our music. It’s not our role to put a label on what we play. 

Some media put us in the ‘post’ genre, which doesn't mean a lot for us. You know, Regarde 

Les Hommes Tomber is composed of friends with different tastes, which is – I think – a true 

force. Some of us come from pure black metal, others are great fans of doom, heavy metal, 

even AOR... Actually, we don't ask that a musician shall listen to only one genre, that's why 

our music is a mixture of various influences. We trust the power of this diversity to build our 

sound. We don't have ‘direct’ influences, but listening to our music can sometimes evoke 

bands such as Drudkh, Amenra, Sargeist, Mgła, Dead Congregation, Forteresse, etc...bands 

who are different. Once again, we build our music whithout thinking of a model, we just look 

for the best way to deal with our concepts.When we compose, we don't want to be limited by 

boundaries that could stop us, we just want to make something intense and spontaneous.  

 

© Simon Grumeau 
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I must say that “Ascension” is your best sounding record to date. What did you do differently 

during the recording process and are you 100% satisfied with the result? 

We spent an entire 

month working with 

Francis Caste at Studio 

Sainte Marthe (Paris) 

who did a fabulous job 

and was artistically very 

involved. He was like the 

sixth member of 

Regarde Les Hommes 

Tomber. We are 120% 

satisfied, even if it took a 

lot of time. Our music 

has been built step by 

step, year after year, 

album after album. We 

trust the time to 

generate creativity, sim-

ply because art can’t be 

ordered. Unfortunately, 

we are a not a band that 

is able to write on the road. We would love to, but we can't. We play atmospheric music, so 

we need a real working context to compose: a real rehearsal room, not a backstage sofa. We 

don't have muses, we just need calmness to write songs, to be in harmony with ourselves, to 

feel introspection, like monks in their monastery. That's why it took so much time, we can’t 

do both things at once.  

Concerning the writing method itself, it wasn't easy for this new album. Creating new music 

without repeating yourself is every artist's challenge, and we had to exit our comfort zone to 

write “Ascension”. At the beginning of 2018, after our final European tour with our friends Der 

Weig Einer Freiheit, we felt the deep need for a break. We played a lot of gigs to promote 

"Exile" that was released in 2015, which was absolutely fantastic but also exhausting. After 

several months, we started to rehears, to compose new materials. The process naturaly gave 

birth to "Ascension", which was recorded in July 2019. Finally, that was an absolutely thrilling 

experience and we are very proud of the the result. We definitely put our guts in this record.  
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For the third time in a row, the cover artwork was created by Førtifem, a mixed graphic 

design duo consisting of Adrien Havet and Jessica Daubertes. Whereas the covers of the first 

two records reminded me of Gustave Doré’s work, the new cover is slightly different. Why 

didn’t you continue with the graphic style of the predecessors to keep some sort of 

continuity throughout the trilogy? 

We knew their work 

before and loved their 

creations even before 

we started a collabo-

ration. We were very 

inspired by artists like 

Gustave Doré, John 

Martin and Albrecht 

Dürer, that's true. Like 

for the production of 

the sound, we had a 

very precise idea of 

what we wanted for the 

artwork, and you're 

right, for "Ascension" 

the style is a bit differ-

rent: we looked for 

something that could, 

on the one hand, easily 

illustrate the general 

concept, and on the other hand be unique. And the drawing style of Førtifem has also evolved, 

as simple as that. We wanted something epic that could perfectly highlight our sound and fit 

to the concepts of this new album. So, we gave them the tracks with precise indications, and 

they gave birth to the final result after several weeks of dialogue. Where "Exile" ended with 

"The incandescent march" of diabolical forces to heaven, "Ascension" starts with the track "A 

new order", whose lyrics inspired the artwork for "Ascension". The fire symbolizes the 

celebration of the arrival of Lucifer & Lilith in the kingdom of God and the celestial battle 

between archangels and demons. You can also see a new Babel tower on the background, 

being rebuilt after having been destroyed by God in "Exile" symbolizing pretention and vanity 

of men towards the Father they despise. A good clue to know who will win the battle at the 

beginning of the story...many twists coming after.   
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Your first two records were released via Les Acteurs de l’Ombre Productions, but for 

“Ascension” you teamed up with Season Of Mist. Was the band ready for the next step? 

It's a bit early to speak about that but for the moment we are really pleased to work with 

Season Of Mist. Our former label Les Acteurs De L'Ombre was a small-sized structure where 

people put an incredible amount of energy in developing bands like us by an intense 

underground work of promotion/distribution. We owe them a lot, and we know that the band 

would not have grown without this label. We made this choice simply because we had the 

opportunity to do so. Season Of Mist is a bigger structure and not signing with them would 

have been a mistake. We had to do it to let the band evolve.  

Regarde Les Hommes Tomber has played on numerous big festivals like Hellfest, Roadburn 

and Dour Festival. Do you prefer playing for big audiences or in the more intimate settings 

of a smaller club tour? 

We are a live-band and we love both. Every show is different, and everytime we want the 

people to face a universe they never experienced before, no matter if they know our music or 

not. Playing in front of 10,000 people at Hellfest 2017 was outstanding , but we also love small 

clubs. Everytime the vibe is different, but everytime we are determined. To give energy only 

at 80% would be like lying to people who came to see us, so we give them the best of us, each 

time. We MUST do it, in every fucking gig. This is primordial for us. 

Will you embark on a European tour and will you also 

play in Belgium and The Netherlands? 

For the moment, we'll just play shows in neighboring 

countries, but we hope a big European tour will follow! 

We'll do our special collaborative show with Hangman's 

Chair at Roadburn and Dour Festival, like we did several 

months ago in Le Trianon, Paris. We will play twice at 

Roadburn, because we will also play "Ascension” in its 

entirety the day before the collab! Need-less to say that 

we are deeply proud of it. In Belgium, Brussels and 

Arlon will also follow in October.  

Do you already have a new concept in mind for further musical records now the trilogy is 

completed? 

No, we're just thinking about one thing now: TOURING!  

This interview was published on February 27 on www.addergebroed.com  

http://www.addergebroed.com/

